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CASE #

TYPE

LOCATION

SUMMARY

37129-18

Narcotics

Eagle Lake Drive @
Old Kings Rd

37154-18

Missing Person
Found/Stolen
Vehicle
Recovered

Cypress Point Parkway
(Walmart)

37116-18

Death

Boxwood Lane

37171-18

Missing Person
Adult

Princess Mari Place

37088-18

VOP

S Bacher Street

Deputies conducted a traffic stop. The vehicle was occupied by S1, S2, and S3.
Various narcotics were located and SIU responded. The three subjects were
arrested for the following:
S1 – Possession of cannabis under 20 grams, possession of drug paraphernalia
S2 – Possession of a controlled substance, possession of a legend drug, possession
of Suboxone, possession of drug paraphernalia
S3 – Possession of cannabis under 20 grams, possession of a controlled substance
O1 called in advising her missing child from Jacksonville is possibly at Walmart with
several other juveniles in a stolen car and that they were attempting to get a
Money Gram sent to them. The stolen vehicle was located in the parking lot and
stop sticks were deployed behind the vehicle. Four juveniles were located inside
Walmart. Two of the juveniles were reported missing and the suspect/driver J1
was arrested for grand theft of a motor vehicle.
Elderly male hasn’t been heard from for several weeks. FD assisted with entry and
male located deceased in the bathroom.
M1 was reported by her step-mother out of state. Multiple attempts to contact
M1 and people she is associated with was met with negative results. M1 was
entered as missing endangered.
Deputies observed S1 and knew that BPD had active charges for VOP for his arrest
from last night. S1 fled the area on foot and was eventually detained by deputies.
S1 was arrested for resisting arrest without violence, felony VOP, possession of
cocaine, and possession of drug paraphernalia.
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